Abstract-In this article, we propose an index modulation system suitable for optical communications, where the intensity of the light is modulated along the time, space and frequency dimensions, building a Frequency-Hopping Spatial Multi-Pulse Position Modulation (FH-SMPPM). We analyze its performance from the point of view of its efficiency in power and spectrum, and its implementation complexity and required receiver latency. We analyze its error probability in the case of the non-turbulent free-space optical (FSO) channel. We derive formulas for the average symbol and bit error probabilities, and the simulation results show that they are tight enough for a wide range of signalto-noise ratios and system parameters. We compare FH-SMPPM with other proposed index modulated systems of the same nature, and we highlight its distinctive advantages, like the flexibility to build an appropriate waveform under different constraints and objectives. Moreover, FH-SMPPM shows to be better performing in BER/SER and/or offer advantages in efficiency with respect to those alternatives, thus offering the possibility to be adopted for a variety of contexts.
directly associated with the infrastructure of the specific frontends, have been proposed and studied. For instance, spatial modulation (SM) was initially proposed in [2] , where, in one of its alternatives, a Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) system is configured to carry side information, codified in the chosen pattern of active antennas [3] . Moreover, the idea of driving the physical elements of a set of reconfigurable antennas to further enhance the possibilities of IM for Radio Frequency (RF) transmission has also been studied [4] . Other IM systems have also been designed under similar principles, by taking advantage of the several dimensions available in a MIMO framework, for example, through the so-called spacetime-frequency shift keying [5] . Under these strategies, the effects of dispersive channels can be counteracted by the diversity introduced in the system. For additional details, readers are directed to [6] , which presents a tutorial on IM, discusses the state-of-the-art, and highlights some open challenges.
In the case of such MIMO-based solutions, the receiver usually requires prior knowledge as well as a constant update of the Channel State Information (CSI) over all the transmitting and receiving antenna paths. This imposes a substantial burden on the system, and such schemes have been shown to be very sensitive to noisy CSI estimations as well as to correlated channels [7] , [8] . Additionally, the switching time between antennas at the transmitter, i.e. the time needed for the RF switches to effectuate a transition among the transmitting antennas, is another limitation of some of these proposals, as it may easily result in a reduction of the system capacity [9] .
Another approach based on the idea of selecting between different subcarrier patterns in Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) systems, denoted as OFDM-IM, has also led to the development of interesting alternatives [10] . Such schemes are required to share an indexing Look-Up Table ( LUT) between the communicating entities, and they could suffer from lack of flexibility. Furthermore, OFDM-IM receivers rely on maximum likelihood (ML) detection which requires performing an exhaustive search over all the possibilities of subcarrier combinations. Consequently, for large combination values, ML-based detectors become impractical due to the exponentially increasing decoding complexity needed [10] . To overcome this issue, lower complexity detectors can be considered [11] , including Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR)-based detection strategies (as applied in the so-called dual-mode (DM)-OFDM [13] ), or the so-called Low-Complexity (LC)-OFDM-IM [10] , [12] . Very appealing is also the possibility to combine OFDM-IM and space-time shift keying (STSK) with the complexity reduction determined by compressed sensing [14] , an idea further explored in [15] for multi-dimensional IM. These systems trade-off final performance against reduced resources consumption.
Moreover, in order to achieve higher throughputs, another index modulation scheme, called Code Index ModulationSpread Spectrum (CIM-SS), has been proposed in [16] . This system makes use of spreading codes jointly with the constellation symbols to map the data. At the receiver side, the modulated bits can be detected by first identifying the spreading code that yields the maximum autocorrelation value. Therefore, an increase in the number of mapped bits results in a shortage of spreading codes as well as an increasingly complex receiver implementation. We can see that enhancing the communication capabilities through IM always leads to difficulties that have to be correspondingly addressed. Other recently investigated IM systems of this kind are based on chaos, like the combination of Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) and M-ary Differential Chaos Shift Keying (M-DCSK) [17] , or the combination of M-DCSK and CIM [18] . Their aim is to compensate for the poor distance properties of DCSK by mapping the symbol bits partly on the chaotic signal and partly on other properties of the waveform.
In any case, currently envisaged 5G developments are not restricted to RF, because Optical Wireless Communications (OWC) are also receiving increasing attention. The idea is that light can be a valid alternative to ground the PHY for small scale deployments, hence making use of its localized nature and non-penetrative characteristics to alleviate the current RF spectrum shortage, while easing the growing interference limitation concerns. Thus, similar to RF-based solutions, IM has been adopted in OWC systems, with a stress on both OFDM and MIMO applications [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] . For instance, Frequency Domain SM (FD-SM) and time domain SM (TD-SM) for OWC were investigated in [23] . Moreover, Optical Spatial Modulation (OSM) is a MIMO technique that simultaneously conveys information through spatial and signal domains. In [24] , a Differential-OSM (DOSM) system, which does not rely on prior knowledge of the channel state information at the receiver, was proposed.
In addition, IM systems specifically designed for OWC have led to the proposal of schemes that go beyond MIMO and OFDM, and attempt to make use of other physical features of the signals. For instance, in the context of single-carrier communications, the joint use of PPM or Frequency Shift Keying (FSK), while driving the phase or the polarization of the coherent light signal, was proposed in [25] . The result is a compound symbol carrying information over different dimensions, that can thus increase the efficiency. Moreover, by considering multiple LEDs and photodiodes (PDs), the work in [26] designed a low-complexity OSM scheme based on bipolar Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) for MIMO Intensity Modulation/Direct Detection (IM/DD) OWC. In such scheme, the transmitting LEDs use space shift keying (SSK) to convey additional information. In yet other possibility, the use of Multi-PPM (MPPM) while simultaneously plugging additional information in the amplitude and phase dimensions of the active slots was proposed in [27] , where a Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM-)MPPM system is described. The disadvantage here is the requirement for coherent detection in the electrical domain.
In a similar perspective, Optical SSK (OSSK) and Spatial PPM (SPPM) have been proposed as variants of OSM. These schemes represent promising solutions for pulse-based OSM systems. For instance, OSSK is defined as a low-complexity OWC-adapted extension of RF Space Shift Keying (RF-SSK). OSSK works with incoherent light sources, and is thus based on IM/DD [28] . In this scheme, the index of the pulsed LED conveys extra information, so that, for pure OSSK, M LEDs can transmit log 2 (M) bits per symbol duration. In the case of SPPM, additional bits per symbol can be transmitted by using both the active LED index and the pulse position index of the PPM constellation in order to map the bits [29] . However, this comes at the cost of higher bandwidth occupancy and higher demodulator complexity.
On the other hand, in case of high loss channels and systems suffering from limited transmission power, i.e. in very low signal-to-noise ratio scenarios, FSK-based OWC systems present practical alternatives that yield promising error performances at the cost of some extra bandwidth expenditure [30] . In this context, the modulation process is based on driving the wavelength of the emitted light according to FSK principles, and was consequently named Wavelength Shift Keying (WSK). A derivative of such systems, namely Color Shift Keying, was also proposed in [31] . It is to be noted here that such systems require both light coherence and elaborated optical frontends.
Modulating the intensity of the light according to the waveform pattern of FSK is another way to make use of the advantages of frequency modulation in the optical domain. In the case where only a particular subcarrier is active at a given time (thus producing in practice a hopping pattern), such systems are considered to belong to the class of light intensity modulated optical OFDM systems, where we also find such alternatives as DC-biased Optical OFDM (DCO-OFDM) [32] and Asymmetrically Clipped Optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM) [33] . In these cases, light coherence is not a system requirement, and the demodulation performed in the electrical domain can be non-coherent. As a consequence, these possibilities yield simple and robust detectors. Hence, frequency-based systems of this kind are considered attractive for simple LED-based infrastructures, as they just require IM/DD.
Quite recently, other hybrid modulation schemes have emerged in the context of Visible Light Communications (VLC), where frequency-and time-domain, or frequency-and intensity-domain joint strategies are exploited, see [34] and [35] , respectively. Moreover, an IM system based on MPPM, where an FSK symbol is sent during the active slots, instead of just sending a constant amplitude rectangular pulse shape unable to carry any additional information, was proposed for OWC IM/DD communications in [36] . This system jointly drives the time and the frequency axis, and therefore constitutes an index-time frequency hopping (I-TFH) modulation.
Along these ideas, we propose in this work an IM system based on Spatial MPPM (SMPPM) [37] that carries additional information during the signal slots by combining an FSK scheme, which can thus be named Frequency-Hopping Spatial Multi-Pulse Position Modulation (FH-SMPPM). We will show how its spectral and power efficiencies, its demodulator complexity, and its error rate performance, can be efficiently traded-off respecting other related IM alternatives, like I-TFH [36] and the mentioned SMPPM, which are limit cases of FH-SMPPM. Therefore, FH-SMPPM inherits comparative advantages and disadvantages of both systems, and can offer relative improvements with respect to pure I-TFH or pure SMPPM, depending on the specific scenario involved.
As will be detailed in the sequel, the main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
• Proposal of the FH-SMPPM system and the corresponding demodulation scheme.
• Derivation of spectral and power efficiencies for FH-SMPPM.
• Derivation of estimated demodulator complexity and latency for FH-SMPPM.
• Derivation of tight average symbol and bit error probability analytical expressions for FH-SMPPM, that can also be applied to SMPPM.
• Illustrative comparisons among different possibilities and trade-offs in terms of spectral and power efficiency, of demodulator complexity, and of error rate performance.
The structure of the article is as follows. In Section II, the FH-SMPPM signal model and its demodulation process are presented, along some of its characteristic parameters. Section III presents the performance analysis of FH-SMPPM and its comparative alternatives respecting efficiency and complexity, and, correspondingly, the derivation of approximate expressions for the symbol and bit error probabilities. In Section IV, simulation results are provided which validate the tightness of the derived error probability approximations, and demonstrate the comparative advantages of FH-SMPPM. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this Section, we review and define the signals and meaningful parameters for the FH-SMPPM system. Along all this work, we will consider an i.i.d. binary source, and this means that each of the symbols involved in the different scenarios will be equiprobable. We consider an OWC setup with M S transmitters and one receiver, where M S is a power of 2. The transmitters are located at different points in space, and they have adjustable transmitting powers, so that each optical communication link is set to have a different and distinctive gain, as in an OSSK system [29] .
The transmitters are coordinated and they transmit following an MPPM signal pattern [38] , [39] . The symbol has a period T , and it is divided into N > 1 slots, with duration T s = T /N each. Within the interval T , only w ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N } slots are used to send a nonzero signal from one (and just one per slot) of the transmitters. The nonzero slots are called signal slots, and the rest are called non-signal slots. The MPPM symbol part is therefore defined by an N-dimensional vector d, belonging to the set
Accordingly, the number of bits per MPPM symbol will be
which is maximum for w = ⌊N/2⌋. Notice that we only use 2 q MPPM ≤ N w MPPM symbols from the set S MPPM : the expurgated set with the actual MPPM symbols will be denoted as S * MPPM . The information codified in the OSSK symbol corresponds to n S = log 2 (M S ) bits, because each of the transmitters is identified by a unique bit pattern. As we have a total of w signal slots, the number of bits contained in the OSSK symbol part is
The possibility to communicate using this kind of compound symbol has already been studied and evaluated in a system denominated SMPPM [37] . As a way to extend the possiblities of the SMPPM symbol, and make it carry additional information, instead of just sending rectangular optical pulses within each of the w signal slots, another kind of modulated symbol may be sent by driving other properties of the signal. Similar ideas have already been exploited, for example by using PPM and jointly driving the phase or polarization of the optical signal [25] , or by using MPPM and jointly driving the frequency of the light intensity fluctuations during the nonzero transmitted optical pulses [36] .
We resort to the last mentioned strategy, and additional information bits are mapped during the signal slots by using an FSK scheme, with M F (a power of 2) available frequencies. The number of FSK bits per FH-SMPPM symbol will thus be
where we have defined n F = log 2 (M F ). The total number of bits per FH-SMPPM symbol is
and the binary rate is
With these ideas, we can now describe the waveform in the time domain. If we want to consider the optical communications (OC) channel, we have to make sure that the waveform takes only positive values, given that in the simplest OC general case (e.g. non-coherent LED-or laser-based communications of any kind), the transmission would be made using intensity modulation, and the reception at the photodiode (PD) would be made through direct detection (standard lowcomplexity IM/DD schemes). In this case, we may write the electrical waveform, in a symbol period 0 ≤ t < T , as
where d k are the vector components of d for the MPPM symbol part, p (t) is the unit-duration unit-amplitude rectangular pulse,
0 < m ≤ 1 is a modulation index, f k is the FSK symbol frequency, so that
where n i(k) ≫ 1 is a positive integer defining the specific FSK frequency in the corresponding signal slot (i (k) = 0, 1, · · · , M F − 1 denotes thus the index of the frequency for the k-th signal slot), and A k is the amplitude of the pulse, so that
where T j(k) is the transmitting amplitude of the j (k)-th activated OSSK transmitter during the k-th signal slot (and therefore j (k) = 0, 1, · · · , M S − 1). We choose the frequencies of the FSK setup so that the separation among adjacent ones is
for minimum bandwidth usage, as we will resort to noncoherent demodulation of the FSK symbols recovered in the electrical domain. We denote as S FSK the set of M F frequencies in the FSK scheme.
The signal defined in (6) contains a bias in the signal slots to guarantee that it does not experience clipping at the optical interface. In Fig. 1 we can see a depiction of an actual FH-SMPPM symbol in the time domain, and of its representation in the time/frequency grid. As is done in already well-known proposals resorting to IM/DD [27] , [32] , [33] , we assume this electrical signal is linearly converted into a light intensity waveform.
A. Detection of FH-SMPPM
As shown in Fig. 2 , the received signal in the electrical domain after the transduction at the PD 1 can be modeled as
where θ k is an unknown random phase that accounts for the non-coherent reception 2 , z (t) is an instance of real-valued additive white Gaussian noise with power spectral density N 0 /2, and R k is the PD average output electrical current during the k-th signal slot, so that
where, in the case the j (k)-th transmitter is active,
where G j(k) is the optical channel gain for the path between j (k)-th transmitter and the receiver at the k-th signal slot, and R is the responsivity of the PD. The optical channel gain for each path is considered constant in the case of non-turbulent FSO channels, or time-variant in the case of turbulent FSO channels. In this article, we consider a constant non-turbulent FSO channel, and, as the output amplitude and channel gain would be constant for each OSSK transmitter, in the sequel we drop the dependence with k in our discussions about the OSSK part. Notice that, for the OSSK symbol part to work properly, we have to make sure to tune amplitudes T j so that H j H l for j l [29] . An even distribution of amplitudes will be the most advantageous case, since this maximizes the minimum distance in the OSSK symbol part, and we therefore assume that the amplitudes are chosen so that
where I m is the maximum possible average current in a signal slot, and 0 < L m < 1 is a limiting factor so that the minimum average current is larger than 0. We denote as S OSSK the set of M S received amplitudes in the OSSK setup. The mapping from bits to symbols follows the Gray coding scheme, according to the value of the received amplitudes. The average received optical power is proportional to the DC value of the received signal current, and it is given by
where the average photocurrent within a signal slot I ph is given by
The electrical average received symbol energy is
and the squared minimum distance between received FH-SMPPM symbols is
that clearly depends on the chosen values for m, L m and M S . The first possibility within the min (·, ·) function corresponds to the case of considering a pair of symbols where there is just a difference in the amplitude values for a single signal slot, and the second possibility corresponds to the case where the only difference resides in the frequencies of the FSK part within a single signal slot. When L m is near to 1, the minimum distance will be given normally by the FSK symbol part (second possibility), and, when L m is near to 0, the minimum distance will be determined by the OSSK symbol part (first possibility). For the noise z (t), we choose a standard model [40] , [41] , where its unilateral power spectral density at the optical receiver can be calculated as
where k B is the Bolztmann constant, T R is the reference absolute temperature, F is the receiver electronics noise factor, R L is the PD load resistor, q is the electron charge, and (RI N) is the relative-intensity noise factor. The first term on the RHS is the thermal noise, the second the shot noise, and the third, the relative-intensity noise (RIN).
The demodulation of FH-SMPPM will be made in two steps. In a first step, for each time slot, r (t) is correlated with the normalized rectangular pulse shape matched impulse response
so as to get the metric
where n k is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable (RV) with variance N 0 /2. As detailed in [37] , the hypothetical signal slots are identified as the w slots with highest r k values (this allows the recovery of the corresponding q MPPM bits mapped in the MPPM symbol part). After this, the ML OSSK detector is applied to the selected w signal slots over the metrics r k , so as to get the corresponding q OSSK bits. Notice that the same metric is used to detect both the MPPM and the OSSK symbol parts. We can also see that the random variable (RV) X k = r k defined by this metric is a zero-mean Gaussian RV with variance N 0 /2 in the case of the non-signal slots, and is a Gaussian RV with mean √ T s H j and variance N 0 /2 in the case of the signal slots, when the j-th transmitter was active.
To demodulate the FSK symbol part, we consider a detection process like the one described in [36] , where the standard non-coherent FSK receiver is applied over the w MPPM signal slots identified during the previous phase. The FSK detector calculates, for the hypothetical k−th signal slot and
The set of metrics
are used to demodulate the FSK symbol: the highest value over i will determine the hypothesis about the frequency that has more likely been sent (and we thus get the q FSK mapped bits). Notice that, as a difference from [36] , the energy of the FSK symbol depends on the transmitter active during the corresponding signal slot. If the j-th transmitter was active, the energy of the FSK symbol part would be
Notice that the demodulation of FSK, as with OSSK, is not independent from the demodulation of MPPM.
III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
In this section we will address the analysis of the FH-SMPPM system, from the point of view of the efficiency and complexity of the scheme, and from the point of view of the final error performance.
A. Efficiency analysis
We can compare the communication systems from the point of view of the spectral efficiency
where R b is the binary rate of the system and B the occupied bandwidth. Given that we are using rectangular pulse shaping, and a slot period of T s , the occupied bandwidth will be (M F + 1) ∆ f = (M F + 1) /T s when we resort to minimal frequency separation for non coherent FSK. Therefore
The asymptotic power efficiency [42] , [43] is defined as where d 2 min is the minimum square distance of the constellation, M sym is the cardinality of the symbol set, and E s is the average symbol energy. Therefore
In Figs. 3 and 4 we can see the plane ρ-1/η for different cases of interest. When the span L m is higher (L m = 0.7 in Fig. 3 , and L m = 0.3 in Fig. 4) , the assymptotic power efficiency is higher for a given set of parameters, and the curves are shifted to the left. On the other hand, we see the common trends with frequency-based modulations against amplitude-based modulations: when M S grows, the spectral efficiency grows, but the power efficiency decreases; when M F grows, the spectral efficiency decays, but the power efficiency increases. Changing the parameters of the MPPM symbol part also shifts the working point over each of the curves depicted for fixed M S and M F . These facts point out the trade-offs to be taken into account when setting the defining parameters of the FH-SMPPM waveform, whose choice will depend on the specific scenario.
B. Computational complexity and processing latency
To evaluate the computational complexity of the FH-SMPPM receiver structure, we have to take into account that the demodulating operations will take place in the discretetime sampled domain. The minimum sampling frequency f s required to demodulate the signal depends directly on the bandwidth required by the transmission of the non-coherent FSK symbols, which is about (M F + 1)/T s . If we apply the Nyquist-Shanon sampling theorem we get This inequality sets a lower bound for the number of samples
for the purposes of the present study. Therefore, the main contributions to the complexity when demodulating the compound IM symbol can be summarized as:
• The matched filter to detect the MPPM pulses has a complexity of O (N N s ) = O (4N(M F + 1)).
• The sorting algorithm to demodulate the MPPM symbol has at most a complexity of O (N log w) + O (1).
• The FSK filters for non-coherent detection have a com-
• The sorting algorithm to demodulate the FSK symbol has a complexity of O (M F w).
• The sorting algorithm to demodulate the OSSK symbols has a complexity of O (M S w). There are thus four parameters that will determine the overall complexity, namely w, N, M F , and M S .
The MPPM detection can be decomposed in two parts, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The first step is to detect the w signal slots with the highest energy after the matched filter. This search task can be done with a heap structure with complexity O (N log w). The second task is to match the MPPM codeword to its corresponding bit sequence. This can be done in constant time by using LUTs that include all possible 2 N MPPM patterns (not only the chosen ones). For high values of N the LUT size explodes and more efficient techniques are needed [44] , [45] . The decoding complexity of FSK depends on the square of the number of frequencies M F , while the OSSK complexity is linear with the number of transmitters M S . Since these two parameters are powers of 2, the complexity of the corresponding decoders increases exponentially with the respective number of coded bits. The FSK decoding will take most of the demodulation computing load, as can be seen in Table I for different combinations of M F and M S .
Another meaningful figure of merit to be taken into account for a possible implementation is the latency, measured between the arrival time of the signal samples at the demodulator input, and the availability of the detected data at the demodulator output. We can provide both a lower bound and a reasonable upper bound for this latency, if we assume some simple and quite general design hypothesis. The theoretical lower bound for the latency is t l = N · T s which is the duration of the FH-SMPPM symbol. However, the actual processing of the complete FH-SMPPM frame will take some more time, so that this is an unrealistic limit. Since the structure and complexity of the decoder does not depend on the slot period T s , it is convenient to normalize the latency into a non-dimensional quantity, namely τ l = N.
Considering an implementation in modern hardware platforms, such as FPGA or DSP, the samples corresponding to each of the slots can be processed independently through the filtering units at the same time the FH-SMPPM symbol is actually being received. After buffering the samples of the kth slot, the metrics in equation (21) and equation (23) can be calculated during the buffering of the k +1-th slot. In doing so, all the metrics would be available shortly after the last sample of the symbol has been received. All the other operations have to be executed after the filtering operation of the j-th FH-SMPPM symbol, and should be finished before the j+1-th FH-SMPPM symbol has been completely received. For a processor that cannot execute the filtering independently from the other processing operations, such as the MPPM decoding, we have an upper bound for the latency of τ l = 2N. If the architecture is able to operate in parallel mode, the whole processing has to be completed during the first slot of the j + 1-th FH-SMPPM symbol. This sets an upper bound of τ l = (N +1), which results in an important improvement, although it imposes stricter constrains in the hardware implementation.
To provide an idea of the relative importance of each parameter in the computational effort, we may assume a naive implementation of each processing block, characterized by a number of operations equal to the worst case (as detailed in the previous complexity analysis). We should however take first a decision on whether to provide an implementation focused on lower latency or on lower complexity. With the choice of the lower latency τ l = (N + 1) implementation, the complexity of the FSK demodulator is slightly different as it must compute the metrics for all the N slots, and not exclussively for the w most probable signal slots. The modified complexity is then O (8M F (M F + 1)N). If we normalize the total number of operations with respect to the number of bits per FH-SMPPM symbol, we can write the number of operations per decoded bit as
In Fig. 5 (a) we plot η ops-per-bit against the estimated latency for different parameters: we can thus visualize the possible trade-offs among all the parameters. These curves help to illustrate the balance between the latency and the resources consumption at the demodulator. For the chosen configuration, the number of operations per bit grows almost linearly with the latency as shown in Fig. 5 (a) . The number of bits per symbol is depicted at some specific points on the graph, in order to get a clear picture of the situation. If the latency is the most important design restriction, these curves show that a convenient choice of the number of occupied slots w and the number of FSK frequencies M F can influence the bit rate and the complexity. However these choices may also be constrained by the spectral or power efficiencies. this case, if the bit rate is the important parameter, the choice of the other parameters (τ l , w and M F ) allows to tune the complexity according to the design goals. Interestingly, these curves show that for larger delays not all possible bit rates are allowed.
Notice that in this study we have assumed an unlimited amount of memory available for the storage of the received samples, and for the MPPM LUT. Since the memory availability will strongly depend on the specific hardware chosen, we leave further considerations to the interested reader.
C. Error performance analysis 1) Average symbol error probability:
The average symbol error probability can be readily calculated by averaging over the conditional symbol error probability. An FH-SMPPM symbol is defined by the specific MPPM pattern d ∈ S * MPPM , the specific FSK frequency pattern f i l I ∈ (S FSK ) w , where
is the set of all permutations with repetition of w indexes taking values from 0 to M F − 1, and the specific OSSK amplitude pattern H j n J ∈ (S OSSK ) w , where J = { j 0 , · · · , j w−1 } ∈ P M S w and P M S w is the set of all permutations with repetition of w indexes taking values from 0 to M S − 1. In these conditions
where P e H j n J , f i l I , d is the conditional symbol error probability under the hypothesis of having sent a specific FH-SMPPM symbol. This conditional symbol error probability can be calculated as one minus the probability of correct detection,
, which can be factorized as
where, for the given FH-SMPPM symbol, the first term on the RHS is the probability of correctly detecting the MPPM symbol part, and the second and third terms on the RHS are the conditional probabilities of correctly detecting the OSSK and the FSK symbol parts, respectively, when the MPPM signal slots have been correctly identified.
It is clear that the OSSK and FSK probabilites do not depend on the specific MPPM pattern (specific positions of the signal slots within the FH-SMPPM symbol). Moreover, the OSSK probability does not depend on the specific FSK symbols, given that its detection is made using metric (21) , where the FSK part is cancelled out. Since the OSSK symbol sequence is produced independently at the transmitter, we can factorize the probability of correctly detecting the OSSK symbols, once the signal slots have been correctly identified, as
where P e,OSSK H j n is the symbol error probability associated to the detection of the j n -th transmitter. As (21) is a Gaussian RV, it can be calculated in closed form as an instance of equally-spaced PAM signaling as [46] P e,OSSK H j n = 1 2 erfc
2 , otherwise. (34) Notice that this probability is independent of the specific ordering of the OSSK symbol sequence, and its contribution to the overall symbol error probability can be calculated by taking into account the combinations with repetition of w indexes taking values in 0, · · · , M S − 1. We can denote this set of combinations as C M S w , whose cardinality is
. Respecting the probability of the FSK symbol part, given the symmetry of its constellation and the independence in the FSK symbol sequence, it will only depend on the received energy and we can write
where P e,FSK H j n is the FSK symbol error probability when the j n -th transmitter was active. This probability can be calculated as the average symbol error probability for non-coherent FSK when the received signal-to-noise ratio is E s,FSK H j n /N 0 , namely [46] 
where E s,FSK H j n is as given in (24) .
The derivation of the probability of correctly detecting the MPPM symbol is a bit more involved. Resorting to the ideas of [38] for the case of MPPM in the DCMC, we can calculate it as
where x represents the minimum value attained by X k for the signal slots, p sl (x) is its probability density function (pdf), and P nsl (x) is the cumulative density function (cdf) of the N − w non-signal slots, representing the probability that their X k values are lower or equal than x. As the RVs X k are zero-mean, Gaussian and independent from each other, it is straightforward to see that
The pdf p sl (x) can be calculated from its cdf P sl (x) [38]
given that the RVs X k in this case are non-zero-mean, Gaussian and independent. This probability is calculated as one minus the probability that all the signal slots have X k > x. Therefore,
Notice that the resulting probability does not depend on the specific MPPM pattern d, and, as X k does not depend on the FSK part, it can accordingly be denoted as P c,MPPM H j n J .
The expression for the probability of MPPM correct detection is, subsequently,
which has to be calculated numerically.
Taking into account that all these probabilities exclussively depend on the set of active transmitters and the corresponding received energies, but not on their specific ordering, the position of the signal slots within the MPPM symbol, or the FSK frequencies, we can write the final expression for the average symbol error probability of FH-SMPPM as
where the different probabilities of correct detection are as given in (41), (33) and (35), respectively.
2) Average bit error probability: Following the same ideas in order to calculate the average bit error probability, we can average over the conditional bit error probability, so that
= 1
where we have already taken into account that, given the analysis made while developing the calculation of P e , the conditional probability will only depend on the specific OSSK pattern. It can be factorized under the mutually exclusive hypothesis of correct and erroneous demodulation of MPPM, so that
where p b (·, ·|·) is the proportion of erroneous bits under the given hypothesis (i.e. correct or incorrect detection of the MPPM symbol). The value p b H j n J c, MPPM is the proportion of bits in error in the demodulation of the OSSK and FSK symbol parts when the MPPM demodulation has correctly identified the signal slots, and only the errors in demodulating OSSK and FSK have to be taken into account. We can calculate it as
where ne OSSK is the average number of erroneous bits determined by the detection of the OSSK symbols, and ne FSK is the average number of erroneous bits determined by the detection of the FSK symbols. They can be added as such because the detection process of both kind of symbols is fully independent once the signal slots have been decided (i.e. after the detection of MPPM). In the case of OSSK, as the mapping from bits to symbols is gray, we can approximate the bit error probability associated to the symbol corresponding to H j n as P e,OSSK H j n /n S . This is the proportion of erroneous bits given by an error in detecting this OSSK symbol, and n S · P e,OSSK H j n /n S will be its contribution to the total within the FH-SMPPM symbol. As we have a set of w OSSK symbols,
where the conditional symbol error probability can be approximated using (34) . In the case of FSK, a similar derivation leads to
where we have taken into account that the proportion of erroneous bits for an FSK symbol error is estimated as 2 n F −1 /(2 n F − 1) [46] , and the conditional symbol error probability can be approximated by (36) . Notice that the average number of erroneous bits given are quantities that depend on the specific OSSK pattern, and are conditional measurements to be later jointly averaged following (43) .
For the complementary hypothesis, we have
where ne MPPM is the average number of erroneous bits in the demodulation of MPPM, ne sl OSSK is the average number of erroneous bits in the demodulation of OSSK for the proportion of correctly identified signal slots, ne nsl OSSK is the average number of erroneous bits when applying OSSK demodulation to the non-signal slots erroneously identified as signal slots, and ne sl FSK and ne nsl FSK are the corresponding average number of errors in the FSK symbol part. The estimated proportion of bits affected by an MPPM detection error is 2 q MPPM −1 /(2 q MPPM − 1) [47] , so that the corresponding average number of erroneous bits will be
For ne sl,OSSK we have an average number of erroneous bits per detected OSSK symbol in a signal slot of P e,OSSK H j n , and now we have to take into account the average number of signal slots correctly identified. This can be calculated as [48] 
where the index l is the number of signal slots missed in the detection of MPPM, and we have defined
In the case of ne nsl OSSK , we can make the reasonable assumption that on average half of the bits involved in the demodulation of OSSK over a non-signal slot will be in error, so that
In the same way, we can develop the expressions for the average number of errors of FSK as
and
Notice that we are implicitly assuming that all the possible MPPM patterns in S MPPM excepting the hypothetical d ∈ S * MPPM can be chosen in the demodulation. Therefore, the previous expressions will only be exact if log 2 N w is integer. As normally this is not the case, the results should be then interpreted as approximations, but, given that the difference between log 2 N w and log 2 N w is in practice small, the mismatch will not be significant, specially for high signalto-noise ratios.
Taking all this into account, the final expression for the average bit error probability can be written as
and has to be calculated numerically.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this Section we present simulation results for the BER and SER, along the calculated values for P b and P e using the previously developed formulas 3 . For comparison, we offer results for SMPPM [37] and I-TFH [36] , as limit cases where either the FSK symbol part or the OSSK symbol part have been removed. Notice that the authors of [37] only analyzed the average symbol error probability P e of SMPPM. We will give results for both the average symbol and average Reference absolute temperature T R = 290 K PD load resistor R L = 50 Ω Noise figure of the receiver electronics N F = 10 log 10 (F) = 10 dB Relative-intensity noise factor (RI N ) = −155 dB/Hz PD responsivity R = 0.5 A/W. bit error probability of SMPPM using equations (42) and (55), respectively, by setting P e,FSK (·) = 0. To estimate the SER/BER, the detection of I-TFH is done as proposed in [36] , while the detection of SMPPM is done as suggested by the hypothesis leading to (42) and (55): first the MPPM signal slots are identified, and then the OSSK detector is applied to the signals in such slots. For better comparison with the state-of-the-art, as we are in the OWC domain, we present the results with respect to the average received optical power P opt (see (15) ), for a given bit rate R b . To this end, we will take the typical parameter values shown in Table II . To obtain the average received optical power, first we compute the value of I DC for a given noise density N 0 solving the quadratic equation given by (19) . Such value is then plugged into equation (15) to get the corresponding average optical power value.
In Figs. 6 and 7, we can see the simulation results and calculated average error probabilities for some cases of interest of SMPPM, I-TFH and FH-SMPPM. In Fig. 6 , we have depicted the symbol error rate (SER) and the calculated average symbol error probability (P e ). The P e for I-TFH is calculated based on the derivations from [36] , and the P e for SMPPM and FH-SMPPM is calculated from (42). In Fig. 7 , we have the corresponding results for the BER and the average bit error probability (P b ): again, P b for I-TFH is based on [36] , and P b for SMPPM and FH-SMPPM is calculated from (55).
We have also provided in Fig. 6 the union bound (UB) for the ML detection of FH-SMPPM, along the simulation results with coherent FSK, for the parameters of case a). These curves verify that our proposed detector is close to optimum in the ML sense excepting for the non-coherence of FSK. Notice that the complexity of implementing a coherent FSK detector usually offsets the gain in SNR, which may be less than 1 dB. As we may see, in all the cases, the formulas for P e and P b provide an excellent agreement with respect to the actual SER and BER simulated values, thus validating the developments of the previous Section. Only the P b for SMPPM slightly diverges from the actual BER in the lowest received power region, due to the approximations made in the calculations, but the difference is far from significant. As for the differences among the behaviour of the different systems, we can verify that SMPPM performs poorer than both I-TFH and FH-SMPPM for the same total number of bits mapped into the OSSK and/or FSK parts (SMPPM maps 4w bits into the OSSK symbol part, FH-SMPPM maps 2w bits into the OSSK symbol part and 2w bits into the FSK symbol part, and I-TFH maps 4w bits into the FSK symbol part).
FH-SMPPM is thus a system that provides error rate results that lie in between I-TFH and SMPPM: the comparative advantage with respect to SMPPM lies in the fact that the information plugged into the FSK symbols is better protected, but at the cost of higher bandwidth expenditure. This is a known result for FSK-based modulations against amplitudebased modulations like OSSK, where an increase in efficiency leads to poorer distance properties and hence to a degradation in error rate performance. Conversely, the comparative advantage with respect to I-TFH consists in a relatively higher spectral efficiency, at the cost of worse error rate results. In Figs. 6 and 7, we can also see that, for FH-SMPPM, the modulation index m plays an important role, since it is directly related to the final error rate of the FSK part. This is also the case for I-TFH, as shown in the same figures, and as it was already ascertained in [36] . The role of L m (the span in the OSSK part) can be comparatively verified in Fig. 8 , and it follows the trends already identified in previous works [29] , [37] . It can be seen that it is convenient to set a value in between the extreme possibilities (either 0 or 1): the OSSK part behaves better for the largest span possible (L m far from 0), but, if L m → 1, there will be signal slots with energy close to zero. These become almost impossible to identify as such at the receiver end, so that the error rate in the MPPM part degrades, and the corresponding information bits carried over the FSK part of the missed signal slot will be directly lost. This can be verified in the figure, where there is a steady improvement from L m = 0.1 to L m = 0.7, but L m = 0.9 leads to poorer results. On the other hand, just as before, the calculated P b shows to be in excellent agreement with the simulated BER.
To further illustrate the properties of FH-SMPPM, we show in Table III different performance measurements for the systems whose error rate is represented in Figs. 6 and 7. We have used the expressions of Section III, by zeroing the corresponding contributions when considering the limit cases SMPPM and I-TFH. We can clearly identify the trends previously mentioned: I-TFH performs poorer in terms of complexity (it requires far more resources) and spectral efficiency, but the error rate performance and the power efficiency improves dramatically with respect to pure SMPPM. These comparative properties can be traded-off by using FH-SMPPM and setting M F and M S values according to pre-defined performance goals of different kinds. We can thus verify how FH-SMPPM constitutes a flexible system with several degrees of freedom that can efficiently trade-off the advantages and disadvantages inherent to both I-TFH and SMPPM. This happens not only in terms of the average error rates, but also from the point of view of spectral/power efficiencies and implementation complexity. Notice that the latency in Table II remains constant as N is constant. Additionally, MPPM parameters N and w can be further tuned to reach target performances with given resources.
V. CONCLUSIONS In this article we have introduced a new index modulated waveform, denominated FH-SMPPM, where the information bits can be mapped along three dimensions: time, space and frequency. We have analyzed its performance in terms of spectral and power efficiencies, the general complexity of the demodulator, and we have developed formulas for the average symbol and bit error probabilities in the nonturbulent free-space optical channel. The calculated average error probabilities provide an excellent match to the simulation results, thus validating the analytical approach unfolded. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work dealing in depth with this three-dimensional IM system, and it provides solid tools and guidelines for its practical application and/or for the derivation of other related alternatives.
FH-SMPPM possesses properties that makes it suitable for the optical wireless communication environment, since its baseline is pulsed-position modulation. The comparison with other MPPM-based related alternatives in the turbulence-free FSO channel, I-TFH and SMPPM, shows that FH-SMPPM provides results that lie in between the performance of both alternatives. I-TFH is the extreme case of FH-SMPPM when the spatial dimension is not present, and it is better performing in SER/BER, and SMPPM is the extreme case of FH-SMPPM when the frequency dimension is not driven, and it is worse performing in SER/BER. As an intermediate alternative, driving both frequency and space, FH-SMPPM can be configured to trade-off the advantages and disadvantages of I-TFH and SMPPM in a very convenient way. Future studies will ascertain its capabilities in time-varying optical channels, where the flexibility of the IM waveform could be easily turned into an asset.
